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Session 5 Teacher’s Notes
Blackout Facilities
During this session the children will be investigating shadows which will be much easier
to see in a darkened room. If your classroom has effective blinds or curtains, use these
to block out extraneous light for the investigation tasks. If you do not have this option,
you will need to move to a different room for the tasks that has blackout facilities e.g.
the hall.
Light Sources
Ensure that you have good quality torches for the children to use for investigations.
Choose torches with a focused forward-facing beam if possible rather than those with
a lantern style head that throws light all around. Make sure the batteries have plenty
of life in them. Weak torches and flat batteries will not allow children to investigate
shadows in a rewarding and meaningful way.
Health and Safety


Before the children begin their shadow investigations, it is important to remind
them that we are using powerful torches as a light source and that it is



dangerous to eyesight if we accidentally shine a torch into people’s eyes.
In the plenary you will use talcum powder to create a striking visual
demonstration of light travelling in straight lines. Make sure you do this at safe
distance from the children and place any children who are asthmatic as far away
as possible. Take care not to inhale powder yourself.

Police Evidence
Welcome back everyone!
I am very impressed by the careful investigations you
made into shadows last session and I am excited by
all your clever theories on the case so far.
Let’s begin today by looking at your thoughts from
last time on the coded message.

Your theories and deductions
• You thought that the sender of the message probably wrote it in the dark (but they
were skilled and practised in mirror writing)
• This person used the mirror on the stage to send the message
• The sender used a torch to light it up
Same angle
• You realised that if the sender and receiver
were standing in the wings, they could
have sent and received the message
without it being seen by the audience
because you knew from your research that
light reflects (bounces off) the mirror at
the same angle that it hits it!
• You also realised that from the wings, the
sender and receiver of the message could
not be seen either!
This is a brilliant deduction and a real
breakthrough in the case!

Stage

So what does this mean for the case?
(You may need to get out your stage plans to consider this)

Here’s what some of you thought:
• It seems very likely that 2 people were involved in the crime
• Maggie and Sue were standing in the wings on either side of the stage when the lights
first went out. This means they are now our prime suspects.
• Maggie was in a good position to remove the fuse without being seen
• Sue was wearing all black clothes – perfect for moving around the stage in the darkness
without being seen
• Maggie suggested Helen should go and lie down (because of the shock) and she asked
Bob, Rory and Jim to search backstage – this left her and Sue alone on the stage. It gave
them the opportunity to discuss their plan – or even hide or move the earrings
• We know they were whispering and looking at something together from Greg’s statement

Outstanding Detective work everyone!
Our two prime suspects are in the frame, but we do not yet
have quite enough evidence to arrest them. So I still need
your help!

There are still some important questions for you to consider:
• What were they doing on the stage when they were supposed to be
searching?
• Where are the earrings hidden?

Perhaps our next witness statement will help. Here is what Nina told us about the events that
took place after the white curtain was lowered.
Who do you think was on the stage when the white curtain was lowered?
“I’m certain it was the lady in the wheelchair because her shadow is unmistakable.
The other person was definitely the stage manager.”
What did you see?
“I saw the shadow of the person in the wheelchair come across the stage from the
right, then she turned near the centre of the stage and her shadow seemed to get
larger and larger. The stage manager’s shadow was also large, she came from the
wings on the right where she had been lowering the curtain. She stooped and
picked up something from the ground. Then she sat down.”
Where on the stage was this?
“It was just to the right of the wheelchair which was in the centre of the stage. She must have sat down on the sofa.”
What was it she picked up?
“I didn’t get a clear view of it because there were shadows of the furniture in the way but just before she sat down I
glimpsed the shadow of a large pointed corner of something.”
What happened next?
“They whispered together for a minute or two with their heads down. Then the stage manager stood up and just
before the lady in the wheel chair turned around to leave the stage, I glimpsed just for a second, 2 small rainbows.
Then her shadow got smaller again and she moved back to the wings on the right.”

Nina’s statement has given us more to think about. I would like to know how
Maggie’s shadow started small and then got larger.
How is this possible?
What does it tell us?
Please could you make this the focus of
today’s investigation.
Good Luck!

Perhaps our next witness statement will help. Here is what Nina told us about the events that took place after the white
curtain was lowered.
Who do you think was on the stage when the white curtain was lowered?
“I’m certain it was the lady in the wheelchair because her shadow is
unmistakable. The other person was definitely the stage manager.”
What did you see?
“I saw the shadow of the person in the wheelchair come across the stage
from the right, then she turned near the centre of the stage and her shadow
seemed to get larger and larger. The stage manager’s shadow was also large,
she came from the wings on the right where she had been lowering the
curtain. She stooped and picked up something from the ground. Then she sat
down.”

Where on the stage was this?
“It was just to the right of the wheelchair which was in the centre of the stage. She must have sat down on the sofa.”
What was it she picked up?
“I didn’t get a clear view of it because there were shadows of the furniture in the way but just before she sat down I
glimpsed the shadow of a large pointed corner of something.”
What happened next?
“They whispered together for a minute or two with their heads down. Then the stage manager stood up and just before
the lady in the wheel chair turned around to leave the stage, I glimpsed just for a second, 2 small rainbows. Then her
shadow got smaller again and she moved back to the wings on the right.”

Task Sheet 1

Name:

I can set up a fair test to investigate how the distance of an object from the light
source affects the size of the shadow

How to get started
Use a piece of white card as a screen, and a
toy to make a shadow.
You will need rulers to take measurements

How will you keep it fair?

Our Results
Distance between the object and the
light source

5cm
10cm
15cm
20cm
25cm
30cm
We have discovered that …

Length of shadow

Task Sheet 2

Name:

I can set up a fair test to investigate how the distance of an object from the light
source affects the size of the shadow

This diagram shows a theatre box with a paper
screen to represent the curtain that the
witnesses saw, a toy vehicle to represent Maggie’s
wheelchair and a torch to represent the lantern on
the window sill (which remained in the same place).

Plan your investigation
You will need to decide:


What you will move




What you will keep the same (to make it fair)
What you will measure



How you will record your results

Our plan

Our Results (Draw a table for your results - it should show all your measurements)

We have discovered that …

Graph 1
I can display data on a graph

Name:

This graph shows how the length of a shadow changes depending on the distance of
an object from the light source

Length of shadow in cm

Add values to the vertical axis

5

Our graph shows that …

10
15
20
Distance from the light source in cm

25

30

Graph 2
I can display data on a graph
This graph shows…

Length of shadow in cm

Add a label and values to the horizontal axis and values to the vertical axis

Our graph shows that …

Name:

We can’t see light
because it is invisible.
We can only see the
things it lights up. In
a dark and dusty
room the tiny dust
particles are lit by
strong sunlight. You
can see how the light
travels in straight
lines.
Let’s try this out in our classroom with a bright torch and some talcum powder

Remembering that beams of light travel in straight
lines will help us understand why the size of a
shadow changes when the light source moves closer
or further away.

When the torch is close,
the object blocks a wide
angle of light so it casts a
large shadow

The same object
blocks a narrower
band of light when
the torch is far away
so it casts a smaller
shadow

Will the shadow ever be smaller
than the object?
No – because the object
itself blocks the light

How much larger than the object can
the shadow actually get?

If the light source is close to the object and the
object is not close to the screen, it could be
really big! Here it has become as big as the
screen! But you may have noticed that the
closer the light source is to the object, the more
blurry the shadow is!

